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gr Training program for learning Greek Language, Greek History and Greek Culture to adult 

migrants  
1 Goal of the good practice  

The training seminar aimed in helping migrants and refugees to improve their skills in Greek language 

and learn more about Greek history and culture in order to be able to communicate easier and more 

efficient when in host country. Furthermore the knowledge in history and culture gives them the 

opportunity to better understand Greeks and their behaviour, interact easier with them and facilitate their 

integration at the host country. Thus their whole everyday life of refugees and immigrants becomes easier. 

The developed training seminar has duration of 140 hours and is dived in 13 modules and 3 levels : 1) 

Starter, 2) Intermediate, 3) Advanced and it corresponds to the levels of language certification set by 

Center of Greek Language in order for the trainees to be to take part in the certification procedure of their 

choice.  

2 Target group 

The project is for adult migrants that are staying and working in Greece. 

3 Description in “step-by-step” approach 

The courses were organised and implemented in 7 cities in Greece: Athens, Piraeus, Thessaloniki, 

Patras, Heraklion, Ioannina and Larissa.  

The training material was developed in order to teach :  

1) Greek Language: Courses of the Greek languages taught by specialised Greek Literature 

teachers, with emphasis in communication needs of the migrants 

2) Greek History: Classes in ancient and contemporary History  

3) Greek Culture: Through these classes the participants will come closer to the Greek literature and 

fine arts, developed in Greece from Ancient time till today and how the Greek Culture was affected 

by other cultures. They will also be thought about the customs of the locals. 

4 Success factors  

- Classes in 7 different cities 

- Provide the opportunity of following Language certification track 

- Help the TCNs integrate and overcome cultural barriers. 

5 Local Networks – Different Actors Involved  

VET Providers. 

NGOs. 

6 Difficulties /Barriers 

N/A 

7 URL and contact details  

DIMITRA Education and Consulting SA 

Palaiologou 19, 41223, Larissa, Greece      

 +30 2410 554024      

 +30 2410 554028    

 www.dimitra.gr 

euprojects@dimitra.gr 
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8 Related resources that have been developed and are available online 

N/A 

9 Other info  

During the courses and in order for the adults with children to have the opportunity to participate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


